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Crafted for You
NEW COLLECTION

NATUZZI EDITIONS

#humancomfort

Crafted for Humans
We’re from Italy and we bring the
exquisiteness of the Italian soul
to the world. We have bright eyes,
always ready to capture the most
unique desires for beauty and
comfort. Our quality lies in the
hard-working hands of our craftsmen. Respect for others, the law

and the environment is dear to our
passionate heart. We love chatting
with a smiling face, to anyone. All
this allows us to believe in a more
comfortable future, made of innovative, versatile and functional
products. And a design that improves life. For everyone.

/ VERSATILE SOFA /
VERSATILE modular SOFA, available in
leather or in fabric. Available in many
colors. WHISPER RUG in gold rose color
(P 250 – L 300 cm). Available in others
dimensions and colors. WIRE central
TABLE brown finishing frame and ash
top (L90cm x P90cm H 32cm). WIRE
side TABLE brown finishing frame and
ash top (D56 - H 50cm). CIRCO mirror.
LOBBY VASE smoke gold.

MOD C214

MOD C214

For those with
creativity
in their DNA

/ VERSATILE SOFA /
If there’s not enough space, create more with storage units, more than comfortable, super-comfortable!

MOD C214

MOD C214

For singles as a
state of mind

Space is measurable, but weekend relaxation
is imperative.
FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C214

MOD C214

CHOOSE YOUR VERSATILE

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ GREG SOFA /
GREG three seater SOFA, in leather with
relax functions (L 200 - P 95-157 - H
89-101cm). GREG three seater SOFA, in
fabric with relax functions (L 200 - P
157 H 101 cm). WHISPER RUG vintage
platinum (P 250 – L 300 cm). Available
in others dimensions and colors. LOW
CENTRAL TABLE (120x60), metal grey
finishing with ceramic top with calacatta oro marble effect. SIDE TABLE
LOW (60x60)metal grey finishing with
ceramic top with calacatta oro marble
effect.

MOD C200

MOD C200

Double mechanism,
double relaxation.
Ready, Greg, Go!

Zerowall System: activates the recliner function without needing to move the sofa off the back wall.

MOD C200

MOD C200

CHOOSE YOUR GREG

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ MORENA SOFA /
SOFA BED MORENA Available in leathers
and fabrics, in many colors. ARMCHAIR
WALLY in fabric (L80 – P81 – H72 cm)
Available in leathers and fabrics.
WHISPER RUG Light taupe (P250 - L300
cm). Available in others dimensions and
colors. PLETTRO CENTRAL TABLE solid
brown ash structure and top in arabescato statuario ceramic (L120 – P60 – H35
cm). PLETTRO SIDE TABLE with frame in
solid brown ash (L 40 - P 40 – H 50 cm).
NORMA M LAMP (diam. 22 h 40).

MOD C213

MOD C213

Flawless aesthetics
and super comfort. Wow!

/ MORENA SOFA /

MOD C213

MOD C213

With its simple and functional look, Morena meets the needs of space, style and functionality to
make the home even more welcoming.

CHOOSE YOUR MORENA

MORENA C213

SCHEMATICS

The exclusive 20cm high mattress makes it comfortable as a real bed.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ BOTAO ARMCHAIR /

MOD C218

MOD C218

A soft hug
when you return.

CHOOSE YOUR BOTAO

BOTAO C218

SCHEMATICS
Customisable in leather or fabric, it is available with a fixed or swivel base, while comfort and ergonomics are
enhanced by the softness of the structure and lumbar support incorporated into the frame.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ KARTUN SOFA /

Compose your Kartun
and make room
for conviviality.

MOD C194

MOD C194

KARTUN modular SOFA, available
in leather and fabric in many colors.
OCTOPUS coffee table in white marble
agglomerate (D90 - H34). Also available
in blond ash and brown ash. OCTOPUS
side table in gray lacquered (D50 - H50).
Also available in blond ash and brown
ash. BAG pendant LAMPS in white
color (L 32 - H 32 cm). WHISPER rug
gray (L200 - H280). Available in others
dimensions and colors. CONTOUR mirror. SANGLASS BALL GOLD XL AND
SANDGLASS BALL BLACK L, decorative
objects. TEPORE PLAID Pied de Poule
grey.

Numerous modules to combine however you prefer, to create your ideal configuration.

MOD C194

MOD C194

CHOOSE YOUR KARTUN

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ MODUS SOFA /

A usb port in the sofa.
No, it's not a dream.

MOD C197

MOD C197

MODUS sectional SOFA, in fabric with
adjustable headrest (W 308 - W 308 - H
76-97cm). Feet lacquered coffee or gray.
Available in a wide range of leathers and
fabrics in many colors. POLI armchair
in fabric (L 78- P 76 - H 70). Feet matt
black. Available in leather and fabric in
many colors. WIRE central TABLE iron
grey finishing frame and ceramic top
(L90cm x P90cm H 32cm). WIRE side
TABLE iron grey finishing frame and
ceramic top (D56 - H 50cm). WHISPER
RUG light taupe color (P200xL300).
Available in others dimensions and colors. LOG VASE gold S and M.

Solid and square in shape but with tailored comfort thanks to recliner mechanisms of last generation.

Modus C197
SCHEMATICS

CHOOSE YOUR MODUS

Modus C197

MOD C197

MOD C197

SCHEMATICS

COMPOSITION EXAMPLES
COMPOSITION EXAMPLES

YOU MIGHT LIKE
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/ POLI ARMCHAIR /

MOD C196

MOD C196

A soft hug
when you return.

CHOOSE YOUR POLI
SCHEMATICS

Poli is a compact armchair, resting on a metal structure that embraces it. Elegance and comfort are combined with
Natuzzi quality.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ PATTO SOFA /
PATTO modular SOFA, in leather (L272 P 212 - H 78-103 cm). Available in a wide
range of leathers and fabrics in many
colors. SAHARA RUG rope color (P190
- L270 cm). Also available in smaller dimensions (P170 - L240 cm) and in gray
and dove-gray colors. PEPE CENTRAL
TABLE Fumè (D 70 H 41 cm) (D 90 H 31
cm). PEPE SIDE TABLE (40cm x 40cm
H 51cm) TABLE LAMP Bag (P32 - L35 H21 cm), bronze color.

MOD C220

MOD C220

Leather or fabric?
Patto is just how you like it!

/ PATTO SOFA /
Zerowall System: activates the recliner function without needing to move the sofa off the back wall.

MOD C220

MOD C220

Choose your Patto
and take a seat!

It is an open base model that stands out thanks to an exclusive
characteristic: the possibility for an end module with storage
unit, a highly practical and functional feature.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C220

MOD C220

CHOOSE YOUR PATTO

YOU MIGHT LIKE

Dual Power Mechanism, allows separate adjustment of the headrest and footrest.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ WESSEX SOFA /

MOD C198

MOD C198

WESSEX three seater SOFA, in leather,
(W 204 - D 94 - H 79 cm). Available in
different configurations. Feet in matt
black metal. Available in leather or
fabric. WESSEX ARMCHAIR in fabric
(L84- P94 - H 73 cm). Feet in matt black
metal. Available in leather or fabric.
ANNI RUG brown beige/brown (D 182 - L
274 cm). Available in grey/purple colors.
SLANCIO side TABLE top in blond ash
and feet in black lacquered metal with
a bronze decorative element (D60 H53). SLANCIO central TABLE with top
in blond ash and feet in black lacquered
metal with a bronze decorative element
(W 120 - D 60 - H 30 cm). BAG pendant
LAMP (D21 - H20 cm), bronze color. Also
available in white color.

Not a simple
quilting, but a patchwork
of leathers. Never seen!

Wessex combines a linear and light design with large seat cushions that offer optimal comfort.

Wessex C198
SCHEMATICS

Wessex C198
CHOOSE YOUR WESSEX

MOD C198

MOD C198

SCHEMATICS

COMPOSITION EXAMPLES

YOU MIGHT LIKE

COMPOSITION EXAMPLES
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/ AUTENTICO SOFA /

A craftsman-proof
quilting.

MOD C142

MOD C142

AUTENTICO modular SOFA (W295 D242 / 107 - H77 / 98) with headrest
manually adjustable. Available in a
wide range of leathers and fabrics in
many colors. ORIGINS RUG coffee color
(P200 - L300 cm). Composition: 70%
wool, 30% cotton, in aubergine and gray
colors. CABARET CENTRAL TABLE (L90
- P90 - H35) in smoked oak. Also available in other finishes. CABARET SIDE
TABLE (W45 - D45 - H54) in smoked
oak. Available also in other finishes.
MERCURIO CONSOLE (W140 - D42 H74) smoked color. Also available in
color extra white.

Aut
The wide armrests, with a square design and rounded corners, are an explicit invitation to dedicate
every centimeter of the sofa to the comfort.

Autentico C141
SCHEMATICS

MOD C142

MOD C142

SCHEMATICS

CHOOSE YOUR AUTENTICO

YOU MIGHT LIKE
COMPOSITION EXAMPLES

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM
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/ WALLY ARMCHAIR /

MOD C195

MOD C195

A modern
and comfortable
reinterpretation.

Wally
Wally
C195
Wally
C195
Wall
C
SCHEMATICS
SCHEMATICS
SCHEMATICS
SCHEMATICS
SCHEMATICS

CHOOSE YOUR WALLY

Wally stands out for its gentle and rounded lines seat and backrest that give maximum comfort and support. Also
available with swivel base in coverings in leather and fabric, also in two-tone version.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ ADRENALINA SOFA /

Style on four
wooden legs.

MOD C006

MOD C006

ADRENALINA three seater SOFA, in
leather. Available in a wide range of
leathers and fabrics in many colors.
ANNI RUG grey/purple color.(D 182 - L
274 cm). Also available in beige/brown
colors. PLETTRO CENTRAL TABLE
blonde ash structure and ceramic arabescato statuario top (L 100 - P100
– H35). PLETTRO CENTRAL TABLE in
solid brown ash (L 120 - P60 – H35).
PLETTRO SIDEBOARD brown ash
structure and stauario ceramic top (50
- 200 - H 80cm). TILT mirror. Oily vase
folds L e M. LOBBY VASES smoke gold.

The wooden structure and legs give this sofa a totally refined style which, matched with its backrest and armrest
stitching, evoke a contemporary modernist look.

It’s sleek, it’s bold, and it’s as Natuzzi Editions as it could be. Adrenalina is a masterpiece of softness
combined with solid design, featuring a mix of round edges and statement stitches.

Adrenalina C0
SCHEMATICS

SCHEMATICS

MOD C006

MOD C006

Adrenalina C006
CHOOSE YOUR ADRENALINA

YOU MIGHT LIKE
COMPOSITION EXAMPLES
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/ TRIONFO SOFA /

MOD C074

MOD C074

TRIONFO three seater SOFA in leather
(L215 - P105 - H79 / 103 cm). Available
in many colors and in others compositions. MERCURIO central TABLE in
transparent curved glass. Also available
in bronze and smoked glass (L130 - P70
- H30 cm). PACIFICO VASE in bright red
ceramic (L28 - P28 - H19 cm). Also available in flame red. ORIGINS RUG gray
(P200 - L300 cm). Composition: 70%
wool, 30% cotton, available in aubergine, coffee and sky colors. WHISPER rug
gray (L200 - H280). Available in others
dimensions and colors.

Beautiful and
solid feet to support an enormous
comfort.

Thanks to Cubicomfort ™ triple-motion technology, each seat has three independent motion mechanisms, electrically operated, which allow you to adjust the position of the seat, backrest, footrest
and headrest.

Trionfo C074
CHOOSE YOUR TRIONFO

SCHEMATICS

Trionfo C074

MOD C074

MOD C074

SCHEMATICS

COMPOSITION EXAMPLES

COMPOSITION EXAMPLES

YOU MIGHT LIKE
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/ GALATTICO BED /

MOD LE03

MOD LE03

A headboard
that doesn't go
unnoticed!
Chapeau!

GALATTICO BED in leather (L184 - P232
- H108). Also available in size (L204 P232 - H108) in leathers and fabrics and
mix of them. FELICITA’ ARMCHAIR in
fabric (H-78 - W77 - D84). Available in
a wide range of leathers and fabrics in
many colors. ASTRA FLOOR LAMP metal frame in pewter color and lampshade in white opal glass (Ø45-H165). Available also with white frame. LILLY RUG
sage/beige (173x274). Also availabre
blue/grey. BEDSIDE TABLE COMO (P50 L50cm - H45cm) frame in curved metal
painted champagne color, drawers in
brown ash and ceramic arabescato statuario effect top. Ceramic marble-effect
top.

The elegant manufacture of the headboard testifies to the craftsmanship gained with experience.

MOD LE03

MOD LE03

Close your eyes and ...
Galactic dreams.

Galattico LD03
SCHEMATICS

CHOOSE YOUR GALATTICO

CHOOSE THE MOST COMFORTABLE MATTRESS FOR YOU.

Giving a vintage touch to the project are the bright metal
feet in different finishes.
FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ STONE BED /
STONE BED in leather (L180 - P 200
cm). Also available in size (L160 - P200
cm) (L152 - P200 cm) (L193 - P200
cm) in leather or fabric. DESY BEDSIDE TABLES in brown ash finishing with
powder coated steel structure in anthracite finish. WHISPER RUG Moonlight Blu (P 250 - L 300 cm). Available
in others dimensions and colors. BAG
pendant LAMPS in bronze color (L 21cm
- H 20cm). Also available in white. Sandglass ball Sand S. Tethys bed linen.
TEPORE PLAID Tartan Blue/taupe.

MOD LE04

MOD LE04

Capitonné technique
for a timeless appeal.

The soft and sinuous lines, the headboard made using the traditional technique, and the feet in solid
wood make Stone a bed with a truly classic, contemporary look.

MOD LE04

MOD LE04

Perfect in any bedroom
with its various sizes.

CHOOSE YOUR STONE

Stone LE04

SCHEMATICS

CHOOSE THE MOST COMFORTABLE MATTRESS FOR YOU.

This bed is characterised by its high-level functionality: the base
can in fact be lifted or lowered (+/- 5cm) to maintain alignment
with the frame depending on the selected mattress.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ CUT BED /

Large cushions,
a declaration
of extreme
comfort.

MOD LE05

MOD LE05

CUT BED in fabric (L184 - P232 - H108).
Also available in size (L204 - P232 H108) in leather or fabric and mix of
them. WHISPER RUG vintage platinum
(L200 - P300 cm). BEDSIDE TABLE
COMO (P50 - L50cm - H45cm) frame
in curved metal painted champagne
color, drawers in brown ash and ceramic arabescato statuario effect top.
Ceramic marble-effect top. SIDEBOARD
COMO (L 200 - P50 - H45cm) frame in
curved metal painted champagne color, drawers in brown ash and ceramic
arabescato statuario effect top. Ceramic marble-effect top. VASE OBJECTS
white and gold (L19,5 - H 34cm) (L24,5
- H 38cm). Circo mirror. Rhea bed linen.
Shanghai vase.

The various available sizes make it perfectly adaptable to any type of bedroom and spaces with vastly
differing needs.

MOD LE05

MOD LE05

Comfortable as the
freedom to choose between
leather or fabric.

CHOOSE YOUR STONE

Cut LE05

SCHEMATICS

CHOOSE THE MOST COMFORTABLE MATTRESS FOR YOU.

Cut is a bed with an essential image, but at the same
time soft and enveloping: the thin metal feet enhance
its lightness.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

#CRAFTEDFORHUMANS
#HUMANCOMFORT
We’re from Italy and we bring to the world the finest Italian soul. We have lively
eyes capturing the unique desires for beauty and comfort. Our quality is in the
hardworking handsof our craftsmen. Total respect for people, laws and the environment is in our passionate heart. We love to talk with smiling mouth, with anyone. All this allows us to believe in a more comfortable future, made of innovative,
versatile and functional products. And a design that improves life. Of all.

